The Next Level of Collaboration

India’s first Mulit-LSP Connector now just a few clicks away
Instant Plug n Play
In 5 minutes you are
integrated with major
LSPs in the country

1Window Tracking
Analyse undelivered
consignment and
their age with TAT

All under one roof
Get tracking of all your
orders from minute one
not day one

Bulk Uploads
Add orders to KartTrack
to auto follow-up with
your delivery partner

Pay as you go
Don’t discount on
technology–subscribe
to it. Pay per order.

COD Remittance
XpressReco API does
all the tracking and
follow-up of COD

Customer Portal
Tracking service to
end customers using
a bundled Plugin

SMS Integration
Order tracking via
SMS with autorevert actions

Cloud History
Auto-save all
activities from day
one to the cloud

Your business is pointing towards the sky. Leave the ground work to us.

know.webxpress.in/karttrack

Experience Mobility Live!

Register for a demo now.

Visit www.webxpress.in and spark new possibilities.

Meet our comprehensive
Solution Portfolio
webxpress.in/overview
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Check out the all new medium
of transport planning and
execution.

Solution by WebXpress

WebXpress LogiKart is the only
multi-utility wagon to manage
e-commerce deliveries.
LogiKart manages everything
from pick-ups to deliveries to
even cash management.
It intuitively handles reverse
logistics and instant returns
and is integrated with mobility.

Want to deliver your orders on your own? Visit: webxpress.in/logikart

WebXpress KARTtrack is India’s First Multi-LSP Connector.
Links e-commerce companies to all their LSPs using a unified electronic medium for easy tracking
It is a Cloud-based app to keep you in sync with multiple vendors who function at the same time
KartTrack comes with a simple Plug n’ Play architecture and an easy to afford Subscription model

Get going is as easy as 1-2-3-4

Call us at
09004501116

Give us your
details

Configure
your LSPs

Get going
instantly

Log on to karttrack.in today and register.
Once you are set up, you are good to go
from minute one.

Why do you need KARTtrack?

Visibility and Tracking is key
for success in the industry of
high service expectations

Many e-com companies would
want to talk to many LSPs
that they share in common

Issues such as COD, Billing
and Freight Audit are very
difficult to deal with manually

Welcome to the world of WebXpress brought to you by ECFY Consulting Pvt. Ltd.
With over a decade of depth in the logistics industry we know what makes movers move.
Our solutions cater to all sub-domains be it movement, storage, or planning.

